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1. Once upon a time there ………….( live ) a king in central India.
1) Lives 2) lived 3) was living 4) had lived

2. The sentence which expresses conclusion is 
1) She must be a teacher. 3) she could be teacher
2) She can be a teacher. 4) She should be a teacher.

3. ………..plague killed many people in A.P in 18th century
1) A 2) an 3) the 4) No article.

4. Helen keller was always interested in ………….blind
1) A 2) an 3) the 4) no article

5. “ What a wonder ful film the Titanic is “ she said
1) She exclaimed that the Titanic a wonderful film was.
2) She applauded that the Titanic was a wonderful film.
3) She said that the Titanic was a wonderful
4) She exclaimed that the Titanic was a wonderful film.

6. He said ,” were the boys playing?”
1) He said if the boys had been playing.
2) He said if the boy had playing.
3) He said whether the boys were playing. 
4) He said that the boys had been playing.

7. When did you write this letter?
1) When in this letter written by you?
2) When was this letter written by you?
3) When was this letter wrote by you?
4) When this letter was written by you?

8. They elected him king
1) He is elected king 3) He had been elected  king
2) He has elected king 4) he was elected king.

9. A wedding invitation card is a………………….
1) formal letter 2) official letter 3)  business letter 4) personal letter

10. ‘Dear sir’ is a salutation for a letter to……..
1) Officer 2) friend 3)  firm 4)  teacher

11. Shravan …… riches . he is a greedy.
1) Runs down 2) runs after 3)runs  across 4) runs  away

12. Identify the silent letter in the word. ‘honorary’
1) h 2) n 3) r 4)  y

13. Find out which part of the sentences has an error.
The priest emphasised (a)/ that it is the duty (b) / laid on all human beings (c) / to love each other ( d).
1) C 2) b 3) d 4) a

14. Children impress their parents…………their mumbling words.
1) With  2) in 3) from 4) on

15. While she was walikng …………the road a cycle hit against her.
1) on 2)  across 3) over 4) in

16. The earth is like a round ball
1) verb 2) adverb 3)adjective 4) preposition

17. I would like to buy a house
1) Noun 2) conjunction 3) preposition 4) adjective.

18. Identify the wrongly spelt word.
1) Repair 2) parlament 3) repetition 4) repeat
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19. I  am one of the most hand some kings on the earth.
1) I am more hand some than any other king on the earth.
2) I am more hand some than many other kings on the earth.
3) I am not more hand some than many other kings on the earth.
4) I am not more hand some than any other kings on the earth.

20. Choose the correct Sentence.
1) A large digital clock alarm 3) a digital alarm large clock.
2) A large digital alarm clock 4) an alarm clock large digital.

21. / s t e /change the phonetic transcription in to english word.
1) steal 2) stay 3) stare 4 ) star

22. / j a : d / change the phonetic transcription in to english word.
1) Jade 2) yard 3) jam 4) yarn

23. “You must complete this work by tomorrow”?
1) making a suggestion 3) making a statement
2) Passing an order 4) offing help.

24. “Going for a walk might not be a bad idea” the speaker…………
1) doesn’t wish to go for walk 3) is doubleful about walking
2) Wishes to go for a movie 4) offring help.

25. We wear ………….to cover our bodies
1) dress 2) clothos 3) clothes 4) costume

26. choose the antonym of ‘urbane’
1) Soft 2) discipline 3) rural 4) rude

27. pageant ( synonym)
1) Contest 2) show 3) function 4) carnival

28. obscure ( Antonym )
1) Obvious 2) relucant 3) refuse 4) unknown 

29. Let’s go to film tonight, ………..?
1) Shall n ’t we? 2) shall we 3) will you 4) should we?

30. I think I am not clear about it ……………….?
1) Am n’t I 2) don’t I ? 3) am I ? 4) did I ?

31. Not only the crops ,but also many cattle were destroyed by the cyclone,( simple form)
1) The crops and cattle were destroyed by the cyclone
2) The crops as well as cattle were destroyed by the cyclone.
3) Besides the crops many cattle were destroyed by cyclone
4) None of these 

32. If you do not take rest you can not recover from sickness   ( Complex from )
1) Take rest or you recover from sickness
2) Take rest other wise you can not recover from sickness
3) Unless you take rest your can not recover from sickness
4) You should take rest, other wise you can not recover from sickness.

33. Choose the right word
“ Meeet prabhakar , my ………….” Said revanth. “We run business together.”
1) Friend 2) colleague 3) ally 4) partner

                                              PASSAGE

Nehru’s was a many sided personality. He enjoyed reading and writing books as much as 
he enjoyed fighting political and social evils or resisting tyranny.  In him, the scientist 
and the humanist were held in perfect balance. While he kept looking at special 
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problems from a scientific standpoint, he never forgot that we should nourish the total
man. As a scientist, he refused to believe in a benevolent power interested in men’s 
affairs; but, as a self – proclaimed non-believer he loved affirming his faith in life and the 
beauty of nature. Children he adored, unlike words worth, he did not see them trailing 
clouds of glory from their recent sojourn in heaven. He saw them as blossoms of 
promise and renewal personality means

34. A many – sided personality means
1)A complex personality 3) a person having varied interests
2)a secretive person 4) a capable person

35.Nehru enjoyed 
1)Reading and writing books 3) resisting tyranny
2)Fighting political and social evils 4) doing all the above and much more

36.which of the following statementsreflects Nehru’s point of view?
1)Humanism is more important than science
2)Science is supreme and humanism is subordinate to it.
3)Science and humanism are equally important.
4)There is no common ground between science and humanism.

37.Nehru thought that children 
1)Were trailing clouds of glory 3) were like flowers to be loved and admired
2)Held promise for a better future 4) held no hope for mankind

38.In this passage , ‘ benevolent power interested in men’s affair’s means
1)A supernatural power or god 3) the spirit of science
2)Beauty of nature 4) the total man.

39.The old woman lost her memory in an accident. She is………………
1)Blind                  2)cripple      3)amnesiac            4)spastic

40.There have been many …………………..changes in our country’s history
1)Historical         2) historian     3) history     4) historically

Key

1) 2 2)    1 3)   3 4) 3 5)   4 6) 1

7) 2 8) 4 9) 1 10) 3  11) 2 12)  1

13) 3 14) 1 15) 2 16) 3 17)  4 18)  2

19) 2 20) 2 21) 3 22) 2 23) 2 24) 2

25) 3 26) 4 27) 2 28) 1 29) 2 30) 3

31) 3 32) 3 33) 4 34) 3 35) 4 36) 3

37) 3 38) 2 39)  3                 40) 1
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1. Once upon a time there ………….( live ) a king in central India.


1) Lives
2) lived


3) was living
4) had lived


2. The sentence which expresses conclusion is 

1) She must be a teacher.

3) she could be teacher


2) She can be a teacher.

4) She should be a teacher.



3. ………..plague killed many people in A.P in 18th century

1) A

2) an

3) the 

4) No article.


4. Helen keller was always interested in ………….blind

1) A

2) an

3) the 

4) no article


5. “ What a wonder ful film the Titanic is “ she said

1) She exclaimed that the Titanic a wonderful film was.


2) She applauded that the Titanic was a wonderful film.


3) She said that the Titanic was a wonderful


4) She exclaimed that the Titanic was a wonderful film.


6. He said ,” were the boys playing?”

1) He said if the boys had been playing.


2) He said if the boy had playing.


3) He said whether the boys were playing. 


4) He said that the boys had been playing.


7. When did you write this letter?

1) When in this letter written by you?


2) When was this letter written by you?


3) When was this letter wrote by you?


4) When this letter was written by you?


8. They elected him king

1) He is elected king


3) He had been elected  king



2) He has elected king

4) he was elected king.


9. A  wedding invitation card is a………………….

1) formal letter
2) official letter
3)  business letter
4) personal letter


10. ‘Dear sir’ is a salutation for a letter to……..


1) Officer

2) friend
3)  firm

4)  teacher

11. Shravan …… riches . he is a greedy.

1) Runs down
2) runs after
3)runs  across 
4) runs  away


12. Identify the silent letter in the word. ‘honorary’

1) h

2) n

3) r


4)  y


13. Find out which part of the sentences has an error.

The priest emphasised (a)/ that it is the duty (b) / laid on all human beings (c) / to love each other ( d).

1) C

2) b


3) d

4) a


14. Children impress their parents…………their mumbling words.

1) With  

2) in 

3) from

4) on


15. While she was walikng …………the road a cycle hit against her.

1) on

2)  across
3) over

4) in


16. The earth is like a round ball

1) verb
2) adverb

3)adjective

4) preposition


17. I would like to buy a house


1) Noun 
2) conjunction

3) preposition

4) adjective.

18. Identify the wrongly spelt word.

1) Repair
2) parlament
3) repetition
4) repeat

19. I  am one of the most hand some kings on the earth.

1) I am more hand some than any other king on the earth.


2) I am more hand some than many other kings on the earth.


3) I am not more hand some than many other kings on the earth.


4) I am not more hand some than any other kings on the earth.


20.  Choose the correct Sentence.


1) A large digital clock alarm

3) a digital alarm large clock.


2) A large digital alarm clock

4) an alarm clock large digital.


21. / s t e  /change the phonetic transcription in to english word.

1) steal
2) stay

3) stare
4 ) star


22. / j a : d / change the phonetic transcription in to english word.

1) Jade
2) yard

3) jam

4) yarn


23. “You must complete this work by tomorrow”?


1) making a suggestion

3) making a statement



2) Passing an order


4) offing help.


24. “Going for a walk might not be a bad idea” the speaker…………


1) doesn’t wish to go for walk
3) is doubleful about walking

2) Wishes to go for a movie

4) offring help.

25. We wear ………….to cover our bodies


1) dress

2) clothos
3) clothes
4) costume

26. choose the antonym of ‘urbane’

1) Soft
2) discipline

3) rural

4) rude

27. pageant ( synonym)

1) Contest
2) show

3) function
4) carnival

28. obscure ( Antonym )

1) Obvious
2) relucant

3) refuse
4) unknown 

29. Let’s go to film tonight, ………..?


1) Shall n ’t we?

2) shall we
3) will you
4) should we?


30. I think I am not clear about it ……………….?

1) Am n’t I 

2) don’t I ?
3) am I ? 
4) did I ?

31. Not only the crops ,but also many cattle were destroyed by the cyclone,( simple form)


1) The crops and cattle were destroyed by the cyclone


2) The crops as well as cattle were destroyed by the cyclone.


3) Besides the crops many cattle were destroyed by cyclone


4) None of these 


32. If you do not take rest you can not recover from sickness   ( Complex from )


1) Take rest or you recover from sickness


2) Take rest other wise you can not recover from sickness


3) Unless you take rest your can not recover from sickness


4) You should take rest, other wise you can not recover from sickness.


33. Choose the right word

“ Meeet prabhakar , my ………….” Said revanth. “We run business together.”

1) Friend
2) colleague

3) ally

4) partner


                                              PASSAGE

Nehru’s was a many sided personality. He enjoyed reading and writing books as much as he enjoyed fighting political and social evils or resisting tyranny.  In him, the scientist and the humanist were held in perfect balance. While he kept looking at special problems from a scientific standpoint, he never forgot that we should nourish the total man. As a scientist, he refused to believe in a benevolent power interested in men’s affairs; but, as a self – proclaimed non-believer he loved affirming his faith in life and the beauty of nature. Children he adored, unlike words worth, he did not see them trailing clouds of glory from their recent sojourn in heaven. He saw them as blossoms of promise and renewal personality means


34. A many – sided personality means


1)A complex personality

3) a person having varied interests


2)a secretive person

4) a capable person


35.Nehru enjoyed 

1)Reading and writing books


3) resisting tyranny

2)Fighting political and social evils

4) doing all the above and much more


36.which of the following statementsreflects Nehru’s point of view?

1)Humanism is more important than science


2)Science is supreme and humanism is subordinate to it.


3)Science and humanism are equally important.


4)There is no common ground between science and humanism.


37.Nehru thought that children 


1)Were trailing clouds of glory
3) were like flowers to be loved and admired


2)Held promise for a better future
4) held no hope for mankind


38.In this passage , ‘ benevolent power interested in men’s affair’s means


1)A supernatural power or god 
3) the spirit of science


2)Beauty of nature 
4) the total man.


39.The old woman lost her memory in an accident. She is………………


1)Blind                  2)cripple      3)amnesiac            4)spastic



40.There have been many …………………..changes in our country’s history


1)Historical         2) historian     3) history     4) historically


Key



 1) 2

2)    1

3)   3

 4) 3

5)   4

 6) 1




7) 2

8) 4

9) 1

10) 3  

11) 2

12)  1




13) 3

14) 1

15) 2

16) 3

17)  4

18)  2




19) 2

20) 2

21) 3

22) 2

23) 2

24) 2




25) 3

26) 4

27) 2

28) 1

29) 2

30) 3




31) 3

32) 3

33) 4

34) 3

35) 4

36) 3




37) 3

38) 2

39)  3                 40) 1




